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Abstract: A mathematical model has been employed to determine the characteristics of Boussinesq 
round buoyant jets which are injected horizontally or at an angle to horizontal, into a 
homogeneous, calm ambient. The solution of a system of three conservation first order nonlinear 
differential equations was obtained with a 4th Runge-Kutta scheme, using an entrainment 
coefficient which is related to the local Richardson number of the flow. Two types of positively and 
negatively buoyant jets were investigated (i) those where the buoyancy is a function of salinity 
henceforth called saline jets, and (ii) those where the buoyancy is a function of the temperature 
difference between jet and ambient fluid, henceforth called thermal jets. 
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1. Introduction 

Round buoyant jets have been investigated over the past seven decades both, experimentally 
and numerically. There are only a few analytical solutions related mainly to vertical positively 
buoyant jets [1–3]. In numerical investigations the scientists use the entrainment equations of mass, 
momentum and buoyancy conservation which they integrate in one dimension, and compare the 
findings with earlier experiments. One of the issues for the integration of the entrainment equations 
is the appropriate selection of the entrainment coefficient to be used. Entrainment coefficients of 
vertical jets and plumes are quite different, therefore when used in a numerical algorithm they must 
be chosen properly. List in [4] has proposed two functions relating the entrainment coefficient in 
vertical buoyant jets to the local Richardson number. When the flow is jet-like (the momentum is 
dominant) the equations provide from jet growth asymptotically the jet entrainment coefficient, 
while when the buoyancy is dominant (plume-like flow) they provide the plume one. We must note 
that jet and plume entrainment coefficients used in the computations must be a priori defined. 

Papanicolaou [1] has derived an analytical solution for vertical buoyant jets where the 
entrainment coefficient is a result of the solution that is based on the property of a constant buoyant 
jet expansion coefficient. In this paper a mathematical model has been developed to simulate the 
flow of round buoyant jets in a calm, uniform ambient fluid. The buoyant jets simulated are 
positively and negatively saline jets (buoyancy is a function of salinity difference between jet and 
ambient), or thermal jets (buoyancy is a function of temperature difference between jet and ambient. 
The results of the calculations were compared to existing (if available) experimental findings, in 
order to test the model’s validity. Furthermore, the model offers the opportunity to determine the 
flow characteristics along the buoyant jet trajectory, which could be quite difficult to obtain from 
experiments. The model can be used for research purposes as well as for engineering design. 
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Companies which discharge treated liquid waste into an aquatic ambient can use this model in order 
to optimize the distribution system, as to minimize the negative impact of the treated liquid waste 
into the ambient. Also, researchers can use this model in the design of their experiment, e.g. to 
determine the dimensions of a dispersion tank. 

2. Mathematical Model for Round Buoyant Jets 

We consider a round vertical buoyant jet of density ρo out of a circular nozzle of diameter D 
with uniform exit velocity W, which discharges into a tank of finite volume filled with quiescent 
ambient fluid of uniform density ρa. The initial volume, specific (per unit mass) momentum and 
buoyancy fluxes are 

Qo = (πD2/4)W, and  (1) 

Mo = QoW, (2) 

Bo = [(ρα − ρο)/ρο]gQo = gο0027 Qo, (3) 

Following [4] we can define two length scales based upon the initial kinematic buoyant jet 
characteristics as = Q /M /  and = M / /B / , the ratio of which is the initial buoyant jet 
Richardson number R = Q B / /M / . 

The top-hat (uniform time-averaged velocity and density difference) equations of motion of 
round buoyant jets that discharge into calm ambient of uniform density according to Papakonstantis 
[5] are: 

dq/ds = 2(πm)1/2α, (4) 

dm/ds = (qβ/m)sinθ, (5) 

dθ/ds = (qβ/m2)cosθ, (6) 

dβ/ds = 0, (7) 

dx/ds = cosθ, (8) 

dz/ds = sinθ, (9) 

where s is the trajectory distance from the source, b, w and g’ the local jet width, average velocity 
and phenomenal gravity respectively, q = πb2w is the local volume flux, m = πb2w2 and β = πb2wg’ 
are the local specific momentum and buoyancy fluxes respectively, x and y are the coordinates of s, θ 
is the local angle of the trajectory with respect to horizontal and α is the local entrainment coefficient. 
The local entrainment coefficient in a vertical buoyant jet is a function of [1] 

Ri2 = q2β/m5/2, (10) 

the local Richardson number squared, and it is written as 

α = Cp{1 + Ri2/(2Cp)}/(2π1/2), (11) 

where Cp = q/(m1/2z) is the buoyant jet width parameter defined by [2] and evaluated from 
experiments by [6] to be a constant equal to 0.27. The initial buoyant jet parameters at the source are 
the volume flux Qo, the specific momentum and buoyancy fluxes Mo and Bo respectively. The jet 
virtual origin where the computations start from is located at distance so from the source such as Cp = 
Qo/(Mo1/2so) that gives so = 3.28D when Cp = 0.27. Note that in negatively buoyant jets Ri2 is negative 
and therefore the entrainment coefficient evaluated from Equation (11) may take negative values for 
large Ri, which has no physical meaning. Thus, when α < 0 in our computations we consider it to be 
equal to zero because otherwise the computed local volume flux is reduced, a process that 
thermodynamically speaking is contrary to the irreversible mixing process. 
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In saline jets the initial jet density is a function of the salinity and temperature. We assume that 
jet and ambient fluid temperatures are equal, therefore the initial buoyancy flux is conserved. The 
system of Equations (4)–(9) is solved with initial conditions so = 3.28D, q(so) = Qo, m(so) = Mo, β(so) = 
Βο, θ(so) = θο, x(so) = socosθο = Xo, and z(so) = sosinθο = Zo. 

In thermal jets the density is a function of the temperature difference between the jet and 
ambient fluid, therefore since the thermal expansion coefficient of water is variable, the jet specific 
buoyancy flux is variable (not conserved) with distance from the origin. The system of Equations 
(4)–(9) is solved with initial conditions so = 3.28D, q(so) = Qo, m(so) = Mo, β(so) = Βο = {(ρ(Ta) − 
ρ(To))/ρ(To)}gQo, θ(so) = θο, x(so) = socosθο = Xo, and z(so) = sosinθο = Zo. In a thermal jet the heat flux is 
constant and we are using it to adjust the density difference between jet and ambient fluid as 
follows. The density of water as a function of temperature is 

ρ = 999.9399 + 4.216485/102Τ − 7.097451/103Τ2 + 3.509571/105Τ3 − 9.9037785/108Τ4, (12) 

Using heat flux equation 

q(T − Τα) = Qo(To − Tα), (13) 

with q(s) known, we compute T(s) and from Equation (12) we compute the density ρ(s) so that the 
local buoyancy flux has changed to β(s) = {(ρa − ρ(s))/ρ(s)}gq(s) to be the new buoyancy flux for the 
next computational step. 

The system of Equations (4)–(9) under initial conditions above was solved using a 4th order 
Runge-Kutta routine in Matlab® environment. 

3. Results 

3.1. Positively Buoyant Saline Jets 

In Figure 1 the results of our computations are presented and compared with earlier 
experiments [7] regarding the trajectory of round, positively buoyant saline jets that are discharged 
at different angles with respect to horizontal. Apparently our computations and measurements are 
found to be congruent. As far as the dilution is concerned in horizontal, round buoyant jets, the 
computed average dilution S = Δρο/Δρ(s) normalized by the initial densimetric Froude number of the 
flow is plotted in Figure 2 versus z/lM and compared to earlier experiments [8–10]. The average 
dilution computed by the model has been divided by a factor of 1.5 and converted to the mean 
dilution at the axis of the jet. It is evident that the model deviates from the measurements which we 
must note that are quite old. 

 
Figure 1. Comparison between model and experimental results regarding the trajectory of positively 
buoyant saline jets. 
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Figure 2. Comparison between model and experimental results regarding the axial dilution S/Fo of 
positively buoyant saline jets. 

3.2. Positively Buoyant Heated Jets (To > Tα) 

The normalized temperature difference between jet and ambient S = ΔΤο/ΔΤ(s) divided by the 
initial Froude number (S/Fo) is plotted in Figure 3 against the normalized distance from the source 
s/lM for positively buoyant (the jet being hotter than the ambient) heated jets. In Figure 4 
experimental results [11] regarding the dilution of heated positively buoyant jets are compared to 
the results of the model. However, because the model calculates the average dilution and the 
experimental results are for the time-averaged dilution at the jet axis, the model results were divided 
by the value 1.4, so as to refer to the axis. It is evident that the model compares well with the 
experimental results. 

 
Figure 3. Dimensionless average dilution S/Fo as a function of s/lM of positively buoyant heated jets 
for θο = 45°, Fo = 100, To = 20–60 °C, Τα = 10–20 °C. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between model and experimental results [11] regarding the axial dilution S/Fo 
of positively buoyant heated jets. 

3.3. Negatively Buoyant Saline Jets 

In Figure 5 the dimensionless trajectory of negatively buoyant saline jets is plotted with initial 
injection angles θo = 30–75°, initial Froude number Fo = 100 and density difference between jet and 
ambient Δρ = 25 kg/m3, and compared to experiments [5,12,13]. It is evident that the model results 
regarding the terminal trajectory height are near those measured by [5,12,13], while the return point 
horizontal distance of jet trajectory (at jet nozzle elevation) is underestimated. 

 
Figure 5. Comparison between model and experimental results regarding the trajectory of negatively 
buoyant saline jets. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison between model predictions and experiments regarding the axial dilution at the 
terminal height Sm/Fo and return point Sr/Fo of negatively buoyant saline jets. 
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In Figure 6 the results from computations regarding the axial dilution of negatively saline jets 
are presented and compared to earlier experiments. The model obtains the average dilution, 
therefore the results are divided by the value 1.4, in order to convert the average dilution to mean 
dilution at the jet axis. It is evident that the model predictions regarding the axial dilution Sm and Sr 
at maximum elevation and return point respectively for injection angles θo = 30–60° compare well 
with Oliver’s data, while the axial dilution Sr deviates for θο = 75°. Compared to Papakonstantis’ [5] 
measurements, our model predictions are on the lower side. 

3.4. Negatively Buoyant Heated Jets (To > Tα) 

The normalized trajectories of negatively buoyant heated jets with injection angles to horizontal 
θo = −30° to –75°, initial Froude number Fo = 100, and initial jet and ambient temperatures To = 30 °C 
and Tα = 20 °C respectively are plotted in Figure 7, where the experimental results of Vrachiolidis 
[14] regarding the maximum trajectory penetration depth and return distance are plotted for 
comparison. It is evident that the model compares well only with the results regarding injection 
angle θο = 45°, while it overestimates all other parameters if compared to experiments. This may be 
due to the fact that [14] has used the shadowgraph method to determine the trajectory instead of 
measurements. 

In Figure 8 the normalized dilution S/Fo has been plotted against the normalized elevation z/lM 
along with centerline dilution measurements by [14]. The model obtains the average dilution and 
therefore the results have been divided by the value 1.4, to convert the average dilution to mean 
centerline dilution. It is obvious that the model predictions compare well with experiments 
regarding the axial dilution Sm and Sr at maximum elevation and return point of the trajectory 
respectively for angle θo = −45°, and the normalized dilution Sr for θο = −60°. 

 
Figure 7. Comparison between model and experiments [14] regarding the normalized trajectory of 
negatively buoyant heated jets. 

 
Figure 8. Comparison between model and experiments regarding the axial dilution Sm/Fo at terminal 
height and Sr/Fo at the return point of negatively buoyant heated jets. 
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3.5. Comparison of Positively Buoyant Saline, Hot and Cold Water Turbulent Jets 

In the following paragraphs we are going to compare the results regarding jets which are 
positively buoyant and more specifically (i) fresh water jets into saline water pointing upwards, or 
saline jets in fresh water pointing downwards, (ii) hot water jets pointing upwards into cold water, 
and (iii) cold water jets into hotter water pointing downwards. The differences between the three 
types of jets are (a) saltwater jets maintain their initial buoyancy, (b) hot water jets in cold water have 
the initial buoyancy reduced with elevation and (c) cold water jets in hot water have the initial 
buoyancy increased with elevation, the last two being affected by the thermal expansion coefficient 
of water. In the figures that follow green color corresponds to parameters related to saline jets, red 
color corresponds to hot water jets injected into cold water and blue to cold water jets into hot water. 

In Figures 9–11 below we present the results from the computations of three positively buoyant 
jets in dimensionless form with the following initial characteristics (i) fresh water jet into saltwater 
with Δρο = 25 kg/m3 at θο = 45° and Fo = 100, (ii) hot water jet at To = 30 °C into cold ambient with 
temperature Tα = 20 °C, at θο = 45° and Fo = 100, and (iii) cold water jet at To = 20 °C into hot water 
ambient with Tα = 30 °C, at θο = −45° and Fo = 100. All three normalized trajectories are plotted 
upwards for comparison in Figure 9, where we observe that the saltwater trajectory stands in the 
middle of hot water one that goes further than the cold water trajectory. The same arrangement is 
evident in Figure 10 where the normalized dilution of the saline jet is greater than that of hot water 
jet into cold water but lower than that of cold water jet into hot water. In Figure 11 we have plotted 
the normalized local specific buoyancy flux β(s)/Βο versus the dimensionless distance s/lM. It is 
evident that the heated jet buoyancy flux is reduced with distance from the origin, while it increases 
in the cold water jet and is constant in saline jets. The consequences are shown in Figures 9 and 10 
where we observe that cold water jets mix faster than saline jets which mix faster than the hot water 
ones. 

 
Figure 9. Normalized positively buoyant jet trajectory at θο = 45°. 

 
Figure 10. Normalized positively buoyant jet dilution S/Fo at θο = 45°. 
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Figure 11. Normalized buoyancy flux β/Βο of positively buoyant jet at θο = 45°. 

3.6. Comparison of Negatively Buoyant Saline, Hot and Cold Water Turbulent Jets 

In Figures 12–14 below we present the results from the computations of three negatively 
buoyant jets in dimensionless form with the following initial characteristics (i) saltwater jet into fresh 
water with Δρο = 25 kg/m3 at θο = 45° and Fo = 100, (ii) hot water jet at To = 30 °C into cold ambient 
with temperature Tα = 20 °C, at θο = −45° and Fo = 100, and (iii) cold water jet at To = 20 °C into hot 
water ambient with Tα = 30 °C, at θο = 45° and Fo = 100. All three normalized trajectories are plotted 
upwards for comparison in Figure 12, where we observe that the saltwater trajectory stands in the 
middle of hot water one that goes higher than the cold water trajectory. 

 
Figure 12. Comparison between negatively buoyant jets regarding their trajectory. 

 
Figure 13. Comparison between negatively buoyant jets regarding their average dilution S/Fo. 
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Figure 14. Comparison between negatively buoyant jets regarding their buoyant power β/Βο. 

The same arrangement is evident in Figure 13 where the normalized dilution of the saline jet is 
greater than that of hot water jet into cold water but lower than that of cold water jet into hot water. 
In Figure 14 we have plotted the normalized local specific buoyancy flux β(s)/Βο versus the 
dimensionless distance s/lM. Again, it is evident that the heated jet buoyancy flux is reduced with 
distance from the origin, while it increases in the cold water jet and is constant in saline jets. The 
consequences are shown in Figures 12 and 13 where we observe that cold water jets mix faster than 
saline jets which mix faster than the hot water ones. 

4. Conclusions 

In the present paper which is based on the Diploma Thesis [15] of the first author, we have 
studied positively and negatively buoyant round turbulent jets in an unbounded homogeneous 
ambient fluid using a one-dimensional model based on conservation equations of mass, momentum 
and buoyancy fluxes. We have applied the set of conservation equations proposed by 
Papakonstantis [5], where we have made only one assumption, that the entrainment coefficient is a 
function of the local Richardson number of the flow [1], and it is always equal or greater than zero. 
The value of entrainment coefficient has not been predetermined as it is the usual practice in such 
flow modeling. The most important conclusions drawn from the previous sections are following. 

In positively buoyant jets as the angle of inclination increases, the trajectory becomes shorter 
and approaches the vertical faster. The results from the calculations are congruent to earlier 
experiments regarding the trajectory [7] and mean (time-averaged) dilution along jet axis [8–10]. 

Cold water buoyant jets into hot water ambient have shorter trajectories and higher dilutions 
than saline jets, which have shorter trajectories and higher dilutions than hot water jets into cold 
ambient, regardless of the direction of buoyancy (positive or negative). This is probably due to the 
fact that the initial buoyancy of saline jets is conserved, while that of heated jets into cold water is 
reduced and that of cold water into hot water ambient increases, regardless of the direction of the 
flow. Therefore, one may conclude that increase in the specific buoyancy flux reduces the jet 
trajectory by increasing the dilution regardless of the flow direction. 

The model predictions in negatively buoyant jets at an angle to horizontal are congruent to 
laboratory experiments regarding the maximum elevation of the trajectory, the horizontal distance 
from the nozzle where the maximum occurs and the average dilution there. They compare well with 
experiments regarding the return point of the trajectory at the elevation of injection and dilution for 
injection angles up to 60°, but they deviate from experiments for injection angle of 75° at the distance 
and average dilution. Regarding the heated negatively buoyant jets the model results compare well 
with experiments regarding the terminal height of the trajectory, the horizontal location of terminal 
height, the return point distance, as well as the axial dilution there. 
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